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Abstract

We develop a dataset describing variables associated with six Falklands War battles: combatant numbers; deaths; temporal aspects; and offensive support. Linear relationships between battle duration and deaths necessitate using force and loss ratios to remove temporal variation. Mass action models of battle attrition fit this dataset poorly (at best coefficient of determination $R^2 = 0.10$). The low level rules in simulations used by military force designers frequently share assumptions with, or are, mass action models. Errors in force balance or constitution are dangerous so exposing problems with and exploring improvements on existing combat models is important. While six data points are too few for a thorough analysis, our results are consistent with: a linear relationship between time in danger and number killed; different times in danger for the two sides, dependent on detection and lethality ranges; and data substructure, even when temporal aspects are removed.
through ratio models. This data substructure indicates at least one extra variable needs to be considered. We contend that this variable is related to suppression, and this contention is not falsified by the high use of offensive support in the most successful attacks. Mathematical modellers should consider cancelling out temporal variation in combat datasets through ratio models and/or exploring the effects of mutable detection and lethality ranges. Suppression is an attempt to manage exposure to death, to introduce non-stationarity and irregularity into the dataset to benefit the suppressor, to change the bounds of the system using a soft controller; we should investigate how to model it. Force designers should ask simulation modellers whether the mathematical models underlying their simulations represent suppression accurately (or at all) and rethink reductions of simultaneously delivered offensive support available on demand based on models ignoring suppression.

1 Introduction

Mass action models of battle attrition are popular with modellers due to their simplicity. While simplicity is good [14], evidence from battle data shows that such models do not represent battle attrition well [23, 17]. Similar
problems in mass action models in other applications were due to the need for further variables beyond population sizes. We develop a dataset based on the six major battles of the Falklands War and test standard mass action models against it. While six datapoints are too few to show a model fits, they are enough to raise serious doubts about a model with a best fit that generates a coefficient of determination $R^2 = 0.10$, which is what we find for mass action models. We present evidence of considerable uncertainty in the time troops actually spent in danger during a battle. Time in danger has an almost linear relation to overall losses, so that uncertainties are passed on to overall attrition. Information on time in danger is available for the Falklands War because it was a small scale, well reported war, but it is unlikely to be available for datasets of large battles. We need models that do not pass on such uncertainties. When both forces suffer identical times in danger, a ratio model (predicting loss ratio from force ratio) can remove the uncertainty [23, 24].

We also present evidence consistent with: suppression by artillery changing the relationship between loss ratio and force ratio in favour of the attackers; slowing of advances though engineering preparation of the battlefield changing the relationship between loss ratio and force ratio in favour of the defenders; and of asymmetry of time in danger for the two forces due to differences in detection and lethality ranges.

In a companion paper [25], we use a mathematical approach to produce a more realistic model consistent with current mass action models of attrition, but taking into account dispersion and variations in detection and lethality ranges. We exhort others to follow the lead of Millikan et al. [18] and attempt to model suppression, as it appears likely that it is either the next variable to add into mathematical models of combat or part of a composite variable based on ability to manoeuvre without being fired upon.
2 Background

Armies have always combined different arms to exploit the weaknesses of their opponents and protect their own vulnerabilities. Classical and medieval armies teamed shock and missile infantry and cavalry to defeat and put enemies to flight. Military engineers were frequently used to adapt the natural landscape to inhibit enemy mobility or to enable manoeuvre. Gunpowder transformed artillery, liberating it from sieges to also join field armies, and, by the middle of the 18th Century, led to the merger of shock and missile infantry producing an infantry, cavalry and artillery package that acted like a macabre game of rock, paper, scissors where moves were open and the challenge was whether you had the capacity to form the paper to wrap your opponent’s rock while warding off their scissors.

Advances in the range and rate at which accurate fires could be delivered, accelerating following 1850, meant infantry or cavalry seeking to advance frontally in 1914 faced three orders of magnitude more fire than in the Napoleonic era; technological innovations in fusing and fragment generation also made each artillery round considerably more deadly. Increasing rifle range meant that direct fire artillery, while always maintaining a theoretical range advantage, was frequently inside the range of infantry when they came into view on crowded battlefields. Communications advances, first telephone then radio, allowed artillery to separate observers from guns and introduce indirect fires over intervening topography. The solution to crossing the wide zone of annihilating fires generated by increasing lethality was to use cover, concealment, dispersion, small-unit independent manoeuvre, suppression\(^1\) and closer combined arms integration [3, 7] across multiple scales so even “the squad [was] a combined arms unit . . . capable of combining the actions of different weapons to produce a decisive effect on the enemy” [8].

In the midst of this increasing complexity there were at least five independent

\(^1\)Suppressive fire does not *seek* to kill but to degrade enemy performance below that necessary to fulfill their mission, usually only for the duration of the fire.
formulations of mass action models of land combat [6, 9, 2, 15, 19] that, augmented by Peterson [20], is represented in a generalised manner as

$$\frac{dR}{dt} = -e^{C}B^{G}R^{D}, \quad \frac{dB}{dt} = -e^{F}B^{D}R^{G},$$

(1)

where \(R\) and \(B\) are the force numbers of the ‘red’ (enemy) and ‘blue’ (friendly) sides, respectively, and the exponents \(C\) and \(F\) represent the ‘combat power’ (i.e., all of the other important factors) of the ‘blue’ and ‘red’ forces, respectively. The values of exponents \(D\) and \(G\) define the particular Lanchester model: \(D = 0, G = 1\) for the ‘direct fire’ or ‘square law’ model [6, 9, 2, 15, 19] where the attrition rate for each force is proportional to the number of shooters on the opposing force; \(D = 1, G = 1\) for the ‘indirect fire’ or ‘linear law’ model [15, 19] where the attrition rate depends on both the number of shooters and the number of targets; and \(D = 1, G = 0\) for the ‘log law’ [20] where the attrition rate for each force is proportional only to the number of that force exposed to combat. In these mass action models, all variables other than force populations are represented by constant coefficients. In a detailed sense, this is unrealistic: coefficients are only constant for short periods over small areas. In an averaged or aggregated sense, constant coefficients imply the assumption that other variables are unimportant.

Armies have settled on a five role breakdown of the combined arms force: infantry; armour; artillery; engineers; and aviation. The increasing fight for electromagnetic supremacy has led some to suggest a combination of communication, detection and electronic warfare, say ‘signals’, as a sixth role. Models frequently ignore the effects of logistics but modern combat arms carry little of the fuel, water, ammunition and food that they require to function. One of the main roles of combat arms in manoeuvre warfare is to disrupt enemy logistics; the best infantry will not last a day without water and the best tank is useless without fuel or ammunition. This has led some to propose ‘cyber’, which can strike logistics in a non-kinetic way, as another arm or as a part of a broader signals arm.

Mathematical modellers have responded to combined arms through (situ-
ational) force scoring and heterogeneous models. Force scoring, initially defining artillery, cavalry and machine guns in terms of “infantry equivalents” [19], attempts to deal with non-homogeneity but misses interaction effects and force employment issues. Situational force scoring seeks to correct some of the employment oversights by scoring a force against its enemy in a terrain, for example tanks are less useful in urban settings than open country or anti-tank weapons do not add much to a force score if the enemy has no tanks. This approach requires enormous numbers of cases to span the space of possibilities and is, essentially, overfitting which makes it very hard to generalise [17]. Linear systems of mass action models with separate force numbers specified for each of the combined arms are commonplace. However, the only interaction effects between the different arms are in their ability to produce casualties in the enemy forces rather than the more important role of combined arms in reducing own force casualties through suppression.

We evaluate mathematical models in the context of the Falklands War, fought between the UK and Argentina in the South Atlantic between 2 April 1982 to 14 June 1982, resulting in the deaths of 649 Argentine combatants, 255 UK combatants and 3 UK civilians; noting that the actual outcomes of the land battles of the Falklands each represent only the realised outcome of many potential outcomes and that any work to design a more effective force, best able to adapt to novel circumstances, needs to consider a much broader set of scenarios than those provided by the Falklands [27, 4, 26].

3 Results and Discussion

Our dataset describing the combatant numbers, deaths, temporal aspects and offensive support used in six Falklands War battles was generated from numerous sources [1, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 28, 29, 30]. In the results presented in Figures 2 and 3 we follow the use of ratio data by Pincombe et al. [24] in response to the data uncertainty identified by Pincombe et al. [23], rather than using an envelope method [21, 22]. Figure 1 shows that the three main
Figure 1: The square, linear and log laws all assume linear relationships between loss ratio and force ratio, only the slopes differ with a positive slope for the log law, a negative one for the square law, and zero slope for the linear law when $C = F = 0$ in equation (1).

mass action models predict qualitatively different relationships between the force and loss ratios where, in this case, the force ratio is the number of Argentine soldiers involved in the battle divided by the number of UK soldiers involved and the loss ratio is the number of Argentine soldiers killed divided by the number of UK soldiers killed.

The least squares fit for equation 1 applied to the six land battles of the Falklands War is shown in Figure 2. Comparing with Figure 1, a log law dependence is evident but this appears to be unrepresentative of the data substructure implying that this substructure is due to other variables. The sample size is very small but these results are consistent with most of the variance being between battles with high and low offensive support. Figure 2 is consistent with the log law best fit, frequently seen for fits of combat datasets [23, 24, 17], being an artefact of more voluminous offensive support for a number of battles with slightly less favourable force ratios for the
Figure 2: The regression line for the best-fit of \((\text{Loss Ratio}) = 1.07(\text{Force Ratio})^{5.69}\) is graphed with the outcomes of the six battles \((R^2 = 0.10)\). The two battles above the line of best-fit are Mount Harriet to the left, where 3000 rounds of 105 mm and 264 rounds of 114 mm ammunition was fired, and Wireless Ridge to the right, where 6000 rounds of 105 mm and 476 rounds of 114 mm ammunition was fired. These were situations with a high level of close support of infantry by indirect fire weapons. Below the line of best fit lie, from left to right, Two Sisters, Tumbledown, Mt Longdon and Goose Green that had lower levels of close support; respectively: 1500 105 mm and 164 114 mm; 1500 105 mm and 376 114 mm; 1500 105 mm and 156 114 mm; and 960 105 mm and 135 114 mm.
3 Results and Discussion

attackers; but the sample size is too small to test this hypothesis. 

Information on the battles shown in Figure 3 reveal part of the reason why we classified Mt Harriet and Wireless Ridge as high offensive support battles, the other part is the relatively short time over which these rounds were fired (shown in Figure 4). Although there are few data points the data is consistent with offensive support being an important part of the package that made Mt Harriet and Wireless Ridge high loss ratio battles (i.e., good for the attackers). The difference in loss ratio across the three battles with similar force ratios and total offensive support shows that some other factor must be at play too.

Goose Green is an anomaly in Figures 2 and 3, with the force ratio being different in the two cases. We represent the data in two ways because of the differences in the literature. While we suspect that the source that only counts Argentine forces that fought as infantry as being engaged [12] (and gives the lower figure used in Figures 2) is more consistent with the counting of Argentine troops in other battles (where rear area mechanics and artillery personnel are not counted) we still present the larger and more widely accepted number for Argentine troops [29, 11, 10] in Figure 3. Had this been used in Figures 2 the already poor $R^2$ value would be even worse. Goose Green was also spread over a much larger area than the other battles so it was really a series of company level engagements rather than a battalion engagement. Indeed, a significant fraction of the offensive support shown (including all of the 114 mm fire) was expended on one of these engagements where there were no UK deaths and nine Argentine deaths [12]. Goose Green, as a larger battle, also presents evidence of the importance of manoeuvre in causing defenders to withdraw when threatened with flanking or envelopment [12].

There is a strongly linear relationship in Figure 4 between the time that UK battalions were in combat and the number of casualties experienced by the formation. The UK commitment of a battalion to each battle meant that all battles were fought by roughly the same number of UK troops. The offensive support figures shown in Figure 4 reinforce the degree to which
Mt Harriet and Wireless Ridge should be seen as high offensive support battles given the short times over which this large number of rounds was fired. However, Wireless Ridge was a ‘noisy’ attack so the 6000 rounds of ammunition started to be expended well before the UK troops became engaged, covering their final advance and providing deception for this by preceding it by feint bombardments. The results in Figure 4 are consistent with offensive support providing protection to attackers by speeding up the resolution of the combat; we contend that this is due to the suppressive effects of the fires. These results are also consistent with engineering modifications of the battlefield, such as the mines that were prominent at Tumbledown and Mt Longdon, resulting in higher casualties through slowing down the
Figure 4: UK losses graphed against hours UK infantry and engineers were engaged in combat for the six major battles of the Falklands War. The number of 105 mm gun rounds and 114 mm naval gun rounds fired in support of each operation is shown as are salient details about whether artillery support began before (‘noisy attack’) or when (‘silent attack’) Argentine forces detected the attack.

attack and keeping attackers in danger for longer. Unfortunately, given they are such a persistent and undiscriminating weapon, mines also provided the first tipoff to defending forces that they were being attacked at Two Sisters, Tumbledown and Mt Longdon, effectively extending the detection range of Argentine troops.

The temporal dependence of casualty numbers is important. If the time spent in engagements varies from day to day, then the casualty figures in large battle datasets, where the basic time unit is one day, will vary without apparent
4 Conclusion

explanation [23]. If the time in engagements is the same for the two forces, then the use of a ratio model, using the state equation formed by integrating equation (1) to generate the loss ratio as a function of the force ratio, removes the uncertainty [24]. The remaining uncertainty is caused by factors which change the relationship between force ratio and loss ratio: factors which are asymmetric. Our investigations are consistent with asymmetries due to the allocations of offensive support and the extra variable that is required may be related to this.

Finally, some words of caution. At most scales a large proportion of casualties can be ascribed to a single mistaken incident and Figure 5 is consistent with this. The mistaken exposure of crowded troopships to Argentine air attack at Bluff Cove led to 56 of the 255 UK deaths in the war. The mistaken exposure of HMS Glamorgan to exocet strike led to 14 UK deaths compared with the eight in the operation it was supporting: Two Sisters. Forces in a position to take advantage of transitory vulnerabilities benefit and their opponents suffer but intelligent people with agency are seeking to generate these vulnerabilities in their enemy and protect themselves. Assuming stationarity and regularity in a control setting assumes the controller is separate from the problem context but numerous Army commanders on both sides are shaping their problem contexts; they are trying to make the distributions of outcomes better for them and, therefore, not stationary or regular.

4 Conclusion

We developed a Falklands War battle dataset and showed that the best fitting mass action model of attrition fitted it poorly ($R^2 = 0.10$) and did not explain the data substructure, indicating that there is likely to be at least one extra variable needed beyond population size. Our results are consistent with a linear relationship between time in danger and number killed, different times in danger for the two sides, lethality variation depending on detection range and a relationship between offensive support and loss ratios more favourable
Figure 5: UK deaths are shown for the six battles, the Bluff Cove air attacks and the exocet strike on HMS Glamorgan. The top panel points out that Bluff Cove was one exposure to danger and that UK losses on HMS Glamorgan and at Two Sisters are related. The bottom panel points out that a single aircraft or missile caused most of the casualties in both incidents.
to attackers and manoeuver restriction and loss ratios more favourable to defenders. We contend that the relationship between offensive support and changing loss ratios is mediated through suppression.

Our study could be improved through access to Argentine and UK unit diaries, such as that of HMS Yarmouth [30], rather than secondary sources to give a better idea of timings and volumes of casualties, exposures and fires. We know that UK forces suppressed Argentine artillery [16, 5, 11, 13] and that Argentine artillery still struck at UK infantry [11, 29] but the secondary sources available have not yielded data on the timings and volumes of fire involved. Unit diaries may contain this detailed data.

Further work could consider: cancelling out temporal variation in combat datasets through ratio models; investigating the effects of dispersion into small teams and variation in detection and lethality ranges [25]; modelling the effects of suppression; or modelling manoeuvre on the battlefield. Non-mathematical readers who are interested in designing military forces should ask their simulation and modelling experts how they model suppression and manoeuver.
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